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Susan R. Henderson
Henderson Ranch
11507 Hwy 471
Edgemont, SD 57735
605-662-5150
January 8, 2013

Ms. Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules and Announcements and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB - 05-BOIM
US Regulatory Commission
Washington D.C. 20555-0001 Re: Docket ID NRC - 2012 -W277

Powertech Dewey Burdock In-Situ-Leach
Uranium Mining Project, Edgemont, SD

Dear Ms. Bladey:

Comes now Susan R. Henderson, owner and operator of the Henderson Ranch, 11507 Hwy 471,
Edgemont, SD 57735 as an official intervenor in the Nuclear Regulatory Commission permit
application process for Powertech, USA a Canadian Company that wishes to install an in-situ
leach uranium mining project, northwest of Edgeniont, SD called the Dewey-Burdock Project.

I wish to object to this permit application in all its forms.

Background Information:
The Henderson Ranch which comprises 8,160 deeded acres of semi-arid grasslands has been in
the Henderson Family since 1902. Originally a sheep ranch, it has been operated as a cattle
ranch since the 1920's.

Our problem has always been water. My grandfather, Andrew Murray Henderson, wrote back to
Scotland that this was an inhospitable country where the streams dried up. He built the first
earthen dam in the area on our ranch with teams of horses.

My father, also Andrew Murray Henderson (Jr.) spent a lifetime developing water resources,
building over 60 dams and dugouts to capture rainwater to water livestock, and developing a rain
run off irrigation system with 60 miles of ditches to funnel precious and scarce rainwater to hay
valleys to grow winter feed. HIe also drilled a several unsuccessful water wells until he got a
1200 foot water well to produce some water near our headquarters. He also developed a huge
natural flowing spring which operates as a giant seep but collects water over a 24 hour period
that can be diverted. via pipeline around the ranch.

In 1994 my mother, Dora Henderson and I drilled a newer deeper well into the Lakota Sandstone
Formation which is 1710 feet deep. This is a good well and produces enough water for most of
the cattle except in extreme drought periods. Both the surface spring and the Lakota well are in
the Inyan Kara formation. I also buy water from a Madison well system in Provo from a 4000
foot deep well that was originally drilled for use on the Black Hills Army Depot.
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Source water for my ranch flows generally southward from Hot Springs where there are flowing
Madison springs through the Dewey Burdock area, south to Edgemont where the Madison wells
are about 4000 feet, then southward to the edge of the Black Hills Army Depot where there were
originally three flowing Madison wells. At the BHAD the water table turn 90 degrees eastward
and flow across my ranch from west to east. Both the Inyan Kara and the Madison flow in these
patterns. Thus my ranch, the town of Edgemont, and the water system at Provo, are in the direct
flow line of contaminants which will be injected into the wells in the Powertech project. Over
time we will be horribly contaminated. I urge you to deny this permit to protect these towns and
area ranches.

Fall River County has two main sources of income, agriculture (principally ranches plus some
farms located near the Angostura Dam that raise corn and alfalfa) plus tourism. If one separated
out taxes paid by the railroad gas and electric utilities, ranch and farm operations account for
about 50% of the property tax paid in Fall River County. Tourism dollars come principally from
Hot Springs which has close proximity to Wind Cave and Custer State Park and is a gateway
commtrnity for tourists coming to the Black Hills. The 2002 USDA Agriculture Census showed
that Fall River County generated $49,003,000 in agricultural activities. Over 78,000 cattle live
in Fall River County as indicated by this report.

The value of west river South Dakota tourism is around $353,000,000 per year.

Water For Agriculture:
Fall River county is a semi-arid area prone to periodic droughts. These sometimes last 10 years
or more and are marked by a sudden onset of little or no rain plus high temperatures that dry out
the grass and can lead to dust bowl type conditions. My father experienced dust blizzards that
caused drifts of black dirt at high as our fence posts (over 5 feet) in the 1930's.

Early settlers set up homesteads near the few rivers that cross our county, principally the
Cheyenne River and its tributaries. Our major town, Hot Springs, developed around flowing
Madison aquifer hot springs. Edgemont was an early railroad town and had its water brought in
by the railroad. Edgemont later drilled several Madison wells about 4000 feet deep to supply
water.

From 1941 to 1968, the US Army operated the Black Hills Army Depot with a town of about
5000 (Igloo) to support its munitions demolition and storage facility on a 21,000 acre site eight
miles south of Edgemont. This installation was only possible because the Army was able to
successfully drill three 4000 feet deep Madison wells to supply water.

The point of this discussion is to advise you that without these deep sources of underground
water, the towns and the ranches would be unable to water livestock or people.

A considerable amount of land in Fall River County was returned to the government in the
1930's because there was simply no water on it. These lands are now leased to ranchers for
grazing when water is available in dams and dugouts. In 2004 and 2012 we experienced such
severe drought that no water in dams and dugouts was available either on my ranch or most of
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the county. Thousands of cattle had to be moved or sold because of lack of water. Many
ranchers hauled water to their livestock day and night.

Most area ranches and farms depend on underground sources of water. Ranches owned by Joe
Falkenburg and family, Claude Plumb' Gale Henry, Wilson Nyquist, Dewayne and Jerry Stearns,
John Tanner, Jerry Styles (now sold), Anne Cassens, Mark Tubbs, Mason Miller, Wes Benton,
Gary Lanphier, Fred Walker, Gary Frendshuh, Charles Weinweis, Nick Bogner and Family,
Vernon Schnose and Family, Rex Abbot, Joel Rickenbach, Craig DeBoer, Wesley TIustos, Gary
Romey, the Kindred Family, John Sides, and many others depend on Inyan Kara wells or buy
water from the Fall River Water Users System whose source is the flowing Madison springs at
Hot Springs. Some ranchers like myself depend on deep wells, natural flowing springs, or
additionally buy water from the Provo Township Water System whose source is a 4000 foot
Madison well originally drilled on the Black Hills Army Depot at Igloo.

In most cases, the savings of a lifetime were expended in developing these wells. My 1710 foot
well in today's costs would cost S350,000. A 4000 foot Madison well would cost upwards of
$3,500,000. These costs would in most cases be beyond the capability of the ranches to pay for
them. If existing wells were to dry up or become contaminated it would be impossible to replace
the water simply because there is no other source. Powertech's claims to ranchers that they
would replace the water is merely posturing. In no meaningful way would they be able to do so.

The loss or degradation of the water would devalue the ranches horribly. Many could never be
operated again.

The loss of the proper volume of water for the ranches would be a tremendous hardship and
would over time lead to the abandonment of the cattle operations as we now know them.

Water Quality:
Of equal importance to ranches is the quality of water used by livestock. Many studies and hard
experience have shown that water laced with contaminants cannot be tolerated by sheep and
cattle. The cattle will drink less trying to reduce the amount of contaminants they consume.
Present in the ground to be mined by Powertech are huge quantities of radioactivity, arsenic,
selenium, heavy metals, phosphates, and sulfates, sulfur, calcium, iron and other contaminants
which over time in rising concentrations will destroy water quality.

The penalty for livestock and wildlife will be lower birth weights, failure to breed, failure to
thrive, failure to gain sufficient weight to stand the extremely cold winters, greatly increased
sickness, and ultimately death. These consequences cannot be borne by livestock producers in
any fashion. Our profit margins are too tight, our costs are rising every year whether we have
good weather or not and we simply cannot sustain our operations with poorer quality water or
lesser quantities available or both.

Water Impacts:
Powertech wants to appropriate 8,500 gallons per minute from the Inyan Kara and 551 gallons
per minute from the Madison. Our largest west river city, Rapid City uses about 6500 gallons per
minute.
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Despite Powertech's bold statement that they own a 500 gallon per minute Madison well in the
Dewey Burdock Project boundary, I can find no record of such a well. All these wells are
identified by the SD Department of Environment and Natural Resources. At the original Custer
hearing, Mr. Mark Hollenbcck and the Powertech executives present stated that they had such a
well. According the the SD DENR, no such well exists and this assertion was simply a lie.

Over the 20 years, the expected life of this project, Powertech seeks a water permit to appropriate
94 billion gallons of water. It proposes to inject the mining wells with carbon dioxide which will
effectively create carbolic acid to dissolve the ground around the wells and the uranium ore with
it. They then propose to use millions of gallons of water per well to create a more workable
solution needed to extract the uranium and create yellowcake.

This process will create millions of gallons of contaminated water containing but not limited to
sulfates, phosphates, calcium, iron, heavy metals, radioactive by products, unrecoverable
uranium, selenium, arsenic, beryllium and other contaminants. This process will effectively
poison the water and any portion of an aquifer that it comes in contact with. Many of these
contaminants cause cancer and multiple sclerosis in humans, livestock, and wildlife.

Powertech asserts that the current water in the Project area is brackish and therefore it is no
problem to inject further contaminates. I believe that it is a huge problem because in its natural
state water does not contain the full measure of lethal contaminants such as radioactivity in high
levels and arsenic. The rising levels of these contaminants which are relatively benign in nature
become highly toxic when concentrated. Powertech wants a permanent exemption from the Safe
Drinking Water Act which should not be granted.

Exactly what Powertech plans to do with the wastewater and its impact on humans
livestock, and wildlife, plus ground water, deep aquifers, and the Cheyenne River Basin
should be fully studied to include water sample testing before this permit is granted.

After extracting the ore, Powertech proposes to either inject the contaminant laden water back
into the mining wells or spray waste water into huge lagoons for evaporation. At recent phone
participation NRC hearings I have expressed extreme concern about surface contamination
which will cause contaminants to blow on surrounding lands. The prevailing winds are
northwest to southeast meaning that my ranch will be on the receiving end of these blowing
contaminants. This should be fully studied before the permit is granted.

Water in lagoons or water allowed to collect around the mining sites plus blowing dust and dirt
will endanger the towns of New Castle, Wyoming and Edgemont, South Dakota plus my ranch.
Wildlife, livestock and humans will be at risk. This also should be fully studied.

This huge demand for water will pull water from underground sources outside the 10,500 acre
project area and the resulting pressures of the drilling and re-injecting the water into the wells
after extracting the uranium will irrevocably damage the underground structures leading to
greater communication between the Inyan Kara and the Madison with the Powertech waste
water.
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Over time we will experience catastrophic contamination of the aquifers and the surface area
which drains into the Cheyenne River. Our area, our towns, our farms and ranches cannot
survive this onslaught on our precious water supplies. I urge you not to grant this permit.

Please note that the US Geological Survey has tested the water in Cascade Springs just south of
Hot Springs where the Madison is also flowing and discovered radioactive contaminants which
have migrated about 40 miles over mountainous terrain from the Dewey Burdock area. These
radioactive contaminants are believed to be the result of uranium open pit mining activities in the
1950's and 1960's in the Dewey Burdock area. This USGS Report is in the government domain
and available from Mr. Eric Gronlund at the SD DENR.

I have been at some pains to research the water quality impacts of in-situ-leach uranium mining-
I can find no incidence where water quality was ever returned to its pre-mining quality. There
are many instances where irrevocable degradation of water quality has occurred. The
Christensen Ranch near Gillette, Wyoming now has a radioactive level 70 times greater than it
orighially started out with. Water has been polluted in Texas, Colorado, Wyoming, and many
other areas. This has led to property devaluation, loss of farming and ranching operations, and
sickness and death to livestock, wildlife, and people using the water.

Please note the Edgemont,. SD area is already heavily contaminated with radioactivity from the
Dewey Burdock open pit uraniwu mining activities pre 1970 and the uranium mill once located
in Edgemont on the Cheyenne River. The Cheyenne River and its tributaries are exhibiting
elevated radioactivity. The Angostura Dam, a large irrigation and recreation dam in Fall River
County has deformed fish- The cancer and multiple sclerosis rate in Edgemont is huge compared
to national figures and has been studied and reported on by the Center For Disease Control.

These elevated rates and their causes should be considered before granting this permit. The
Angostura Dam water quality and potential impacts should be studied before granting a permit.

I am distressed to find that Powertech has made many assertions that it is not responsible for any
contaminants now manifesting themselves on the Dewey Burdock site or the Cheyenne River
Basin. Powertech will make everything worse contaminant wise, claim they are not responsible,
and like the previous mining operations disappear leaving millions in clean up costs unpaid.
This area cannot afford such an environmental disaster.

Dewey Burdock Should Be a SuperFund Site:
Four huge mines over a mile across filled with radioactive and heavily contaminated water exist
on the Dewey Burdock site. There are over 70 smaller open pit mine sites also heavily
contaminated and 6000 mine shafts also abandoned. This area to my knowledge has never been
characterized either by the state of SD or the EPA. This site should be evaluated for SuperFund
Clean Up of abandoned uranium mines. I believe that farther Powertech mining will disturb
these already hopelessly contaminated areas causing more environmental damage to the
underground water aquifers, the surrounding ranches, and the Cheyenne River Basin.
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It is unconscionable to allow the Powertech Project to proceed without first characterizing the
potential environmental impact such a project will have on this already highly damaged 15,000
acre area. Why should taxpayers down the road pay to further clean up an already distressed
area made worse by Powertech?

-Black Hills Army Depot Issues:
Just south of Edgemont scarcely eight miles lies the 21,000 acre Black Hills Army Depot
(BHAD) which operated as the nations largest chemical warfare and conventional munitions
dump and storage area from 1941 to 1968.

Thousands of tons of nerve agents, blood agents, blister agents, and conventional explosives
were dumped in 200 miles of trenches, lagoons, and buried in leaking containers all over this
site. Please refer to the Archive Search Report and its Bibliography, The Archive Search Report
Supplement, and Remediation Work Plans and Reports generated since 2001. These reports are
available from the US Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha, NE. You should also consult the
Department of Defense, Washington, D.C. about this site.

Agents handled and disposed of by the military at the BHAD include but are not limited to satin,
soman, toban, GB, VX, mustard, Lewisite, phosgene, white phosphorous, and many types of
explosives. These were stored and then dumped in a fashion that would not even considered
today resulting the worst chemical warfare agent dumping ground in the country. This is a mega
SuperFund site which has not been remediated.

I served as the Chairwoman for the Restoration Advisory Board for the potential clean up of the
BHAD for 10 years beginning in 1991. I read literally thousands of pages of technical
documents about what had gone on at this site.

The Wind Cave structure runs under the site creating huge 300 foot deep caverns, and many
large fissures, tunnels, and water pathways. The Inyan Kara and the Madison run south out of
Edgemont to the BHAD where they make a 90 degree left turn eastward. There were three
flowing Madison wells drilled by the Army on the BHAD. The Corps of Engineers has reported
that these deadly agents have percolated down through the shale collecting in parts of the wind
cave structures. The water from both the Inyan Kara and the Madison are present on or near the
site.

I believe that the extreme pressures and jostling of the underground structures which the
Powertech project will surely cause will eventually disturb these terribly dangerous military
agents causing them to migrate. Satin gas, for example is soluble in water and oil, and never
decomposes even when burned at high temperatures. (It becomes a toxic and lethal gas).

The amount of sarin on a pin head kills a 200 lb. person; the amount in the back of your pickup
would kill everyone in a city the size of Denver.

The potential environmental disaster cannot be overstated. You must research this problem and
make this a part of the environmental impact study.
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Financial Condition of Powertech:
Powertech is a small start up company with only 10 employees owned by a Canadian Hedge
Ftmd. Powertech has never built or managed a project even approaching this size. It has
absolutely no track record in large scale in-situ-leach mining operations.

According to its unaudited financial reports -from the Toronto, CN exchange Powertech lost
about $1,617,000 through September 30, 2012. Its top four employees have salaries of $l18,000
per year. I doubt it has money for its current operations, and the payroll of its 10 employees
through 2013. Powertech sold thousands of shares of stock to SD investors including county
commissioners, state legislators, and local investors over the last 6 years at prices approaching
$5.43 per share. Currently the stock is selling at about 13 cents per share. This represents huge
losses for these investors.

Thus many investors and legislators are hoping to get their money back; investors view the
permit from the NRC as key to this endeavor. You simply should not be swayed by this addled
thinking,

Risking South Dakota's water and environment for this endeavor is foolhardy. I am aware that
the United States has a huge stockpile of processed uranium currently on hand. We have far
more nuclear weapons on hand than are needed to blow up the entire world. It has been more
than 30 years since a new nuclear power plant has been sited in America. Germany and France
have announced that they are phasing out their nuclear power plants because of environmental
safety issues.

The Fukushirna uiuclear plant disasters in Japan continue to poison the surrounding lands. At the
moment the only viable markets for yellowcake appear to be India and China plus a host of
terrorist regeimes such as Pakistan, North Korea, Venezuela, and Iran. I am mystified as to why
it is a good idea to issue a NRC permit to a small company who can then sell the company, the
SD water right, and the permits to a third party about which we know nothing.

Conclusion:
I urge you to deny this permit to Powertech.

Very truly yours,

Susan R.e Henderson
Henderson Ranch
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